Animal Families

Draw a line from the animal in the center column to the name of their young in the first column and to the name of their animal group in the third column.

cub  
goose  
drove  
fawn  
cat  
clutter  
puppy  
bear  
gaggle  
kitten  
horse  
herd  
calf  
lion  
pod  
duckling  
pig  
team  
chick  
duck  
pride  
whelp  
rabbit  
pack  
joey  
dog  
sleuth  
hatchling  
kangaroo  
warren  
piglet  
deer  
herd  
gosling  
whale  
kennel  
foal  
ostrich  
mob  
cub  
turtle  
bale  
kit  
coyote  
flock
Animal Families

Draw a line from the animal in the center column to the name of their young in the first column and to the name of their animal group in the third column.

- goose-gosling-gaggle
- cat-kitten-clutter
- bear-cub-sleuth
- horse-foal-herd
- pig-piglet-drove
- duck-duckling-team
- whale-calf-pod
- rabbit-kit-warren
- dog-puppy-kennel
- kangaroo-joey-mob
- deer-fawn-herd
- lion-cub-pride
- whelp-coyote-pack
- ostrich-chick-flock
- turtle-hatchling-bale
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